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1. Looking at the current City Council, on what issues would you say it has been particularly effective 

and, in your opinion, where has it been less effective? Why? 

I can’t say that I find the current council has been particularly effective in any area.  Every problem seems 

to have gotten worse.  Money is wasted in obvious and easily avoidable ways.  The police department 

cannot retain or recruit effectively.   It has been less effective in addressing homelessness.  In addressing 

crime and drugs downtown. In managing the city transportation dollars responsibly and effectively. And in 

overall fiscal responsibility, the imposition of the Waterfront LID was the height of contempt for voters, 

and fiscal irresponsibility. 

2. More than 52,000 daily transit riders from across all seven City Council districts use Third Avenue 

daily to get to and from their jobs in downtown Seattle. While Third Avenue acts as a front door to our 

downtown, it’s also the epicenter of the Seattle’s largest outdoor drug market. A recent report 

commissioned by DSA and neighborhood district partners has outlined a large amount of criminal 

activity across the city, including property crime, assaults and robberies, is being perpetrated by a small 

number of prolific offenders who cycle through the criminal justice system. Have you read the report? If 

elected to the Seattle City Council, what policies might you pursue to curb property crime and address 

these issues in downtown in order to make our streets safer for all? How might you work with your 

elected colleagues to enact these policies? 

 

I have read the report.  I find it disturbing.  I live downtown, a block from Third Avenue and Pike.   I 

understand quite clearly the problems we have in this area.  I have been told repeatedly that we 

shouldn’t worry when people are shot in our neighborhood because they are shooting at each other, not 

the residents and tourists.  Cold comfort.  I would take a number of steps to change what I have been 

told for a decade is a “fact of life” that is unavoidable and has always been.   First, the SPD should lease a 

storefront on Third between Pike and Pine to set up a substation.  Second there should be constant foot 

patrols in the area.  Third, we need to stop calling some crimes “low level” and making excuses for 

non-enforcement.   They are not low level crimes to victims.  Fourth, we need to stop making jail, and 

treatment/services separate concepts.  We can offer addiction or mental health treatments in jail and 

remove this notion currently held by the City and County prosecutor offices that there is a choice that 

needs to be made between treatment and jail.  Criminals need to serve time.  And incarceration is an 

excellent opportunity to begin solving addiction issues.  Finally, the failure to address this issue 

downtown discourages use of public transit.  I know many people that work in downtown offices.   They 

dread waiting for the bus.  They refuse to cross Third Avenue to go to lunch.   This has to end. 

 

3. Homelessness continues to be the top issue facing Seattle, yet we have made little progress toward 

housing our homeless population. In your estimation, what is the City’s role in addressing this crisis? 

Where would you spend your energy, leadership and resources to have the greatest impact? 



The City’s role in addressing homelessness is to ensure that justice is provided to all members of the 

community.  This means providing shelter and services to all who appear to be experiencing 

homelessness so that nobody has to sleep on the streets, in vehicles, or in other public spaces.  This is 

justice for those who are provided with a safer place to stay, and it is also justice for the other citizens, 

visitors, and businesses of the city who would otherwise have to deal with the public health and safety 

issues associated with people living outside.  

I think the city has a role in providing emergency shelter, providing effective treatment options, and 

supporting organizations that help people transition back into permanent housing. There are two things 

the city can do immediately to begin to address the problem.  First, treat the situation like the emergency 

that it is and construct FEMA style dormitory shelters…and require their use.   The parks, streets and open 

spaces can no longer be an option.  We will provide shelter.  But won’t allow people to refuse it.   Second, 

and a way to cut the problem down quickly, is to do what every other city in the country does:  offer free 

transportation out of town to people seeking to leave and who might have family or friend support 

structures elsewhere.  Even Portland gives out free bus tickets to Seattle.  I volunteered in social services 

in Los Angeles 25 years ago and they were doing that then.   That we don’t do so out of some notion of not 

shipping the problem elsewhere ignores the reality that a percentage of the homeless here are from 

somewhere else. 

4. Seattle's lack of housing options that are affordable to our low and moderate income employees is an 

important issue for DSA and its members. In the wake of MHA passing at Council, what kinds of new 

policies would you pursue to help expand the availability of affordable housing in Seattle? How might 

current zoning fit into your thinking? Who would you imagine working with to enact these policies? 

I am a firm believer that we cannot fight supply and demand when it comes to housing, and because we 

don’t want demand to drop, we need to increase supply… And that means increasing density in the 

city…but in a smart planful way that takes into account transportation and infrastructure.  I would 

upzone dramatically around light rail stations and major transport hubs.  

5. Between 2010 to 2018, downtown Seattle added over 85,000 jobs. During this time, we have seen a 

major shift in how the majority of people get to and around downtown, with percentage of people 

driving alone to their jobs shrinking to roughly 25%. Still, as the regional transportation and economic 

hub, downtown street space is at a premium. What steps do we need to take over the next two-to-four 

years to ensure that people can access downtown and that our streets work well for all users? 

I feel that streets downtown have become ways for the current council to install pet projects rather than 

effectively work for everyone.  Boondoggles like the 2nd Avenue Bike Lane, and the First Avenue 

Streetcar spend large sums to move very few people while taking away traffic lanes that cars and busses 

could use.  I would immediately seek to cancel the First Avenue Street Car.  And examine removing the 

Second Avenue bike lane.  I would work with businesses to stagger work hours to alleviate peak traffic 

hours.  I would manage transportation budgets with efficacy in mind and bang for the buck.  

 

6. DSA currently manages and activates Westlake and Occidental Square Parks through an agreement 

with the City, which has allowed us to bring furniture, programming, staffing and security into these 



parks, as we work to make them welcoming for all. We also manage McGraw Square with some of the 

same types of activities. What is your view of this type of public/private partnership as the City 

contemplates major new public space opportunities along the waterfront and above Interstate-5? 

 

I think more of it needs to take place.  While those areas are now activated during the day time, they 

remain threatening spaces for residents who remain downtown after dark.   I am deeply concerned that 

the Waterfront will become a haven for homelessness and crime.  I am a plaintiff leading a lawsuit that 

seeks to overturn the LID funding mechanism for that park.  But in addition to being, in my opinion and 

hopefully that of the court, unconstitutionally undemocratic, it was also fiscally irresponsible, 

committing the city irrevocably to build the park as designed, with no ability to reprioritize or deal with 

budget overruns and certainly not to patrol and maintain the park. 

 

7. Downtown Seattle is the economic center of the region, with large and small businesses employing 

more than 300,000 people. However, economic success for employers and employees are 

continuously strained by unpredictable and burdensome regulations and taxes being imposed at the 

city level. How will you work to ensure that there is more predictability and consideration for 

employers to support growth in jobs, retail, restaurants and investment in downtown? 

Among all the candidates, I have the deepest experience on understanding business incentives. I have 

worked in business for three decades.  The current council has seemingly no understanding of how 

businesses respond to incentives. 

8. In 2015, a city report looked at Seattle’s commercial development capacity and determined we could 

absorb another 115,000 jobs by 2035. Yet, in the last three years alone, we have added over 23,000 

jobs, indicating that we are likely to surpass our growth targets much earlier than anticipated. Seattle 

has limited existing zoning capacity, and inadequate permitting systems in place to accommodate the 

future demand for commercial development. Where might you look to expand our city’s capacity in this 

regard? 

I would seek to upzone in areas where transportation and infrastructure can handle it. Especially around 

light rail stations and major transport hubs, while taking infrastructure and use patterns into the 

planning. 

9. As the City strives to allocate limited resources to manage and activate our complex urban 

environment, it has increasingly turned to Business Improvement Areas (BIAs) for support. These BIAs 

build community capacity and give agency and tools to local communities to address their own 

priorities. What is your view of these groups and their impact? 

The BIAs are a good way to allow localities to deal with their own local issues.  Care needs to be taken 

(as wasn’t done with the LID) that they aren’t used in an undemocratic way to impose things on 

residents and voters however. 

10. Downtown is not only one of the fastest-growing residential neighborhood in the region, but also 

the jobs center of Seattle. If you are elected to serve on the City Council, how would you go about 



balancing the needs of your district with the City has a whole? What are the top issues facing your 

district and how do you see them intersecting with the issues at play in downtown? 

I am and have been a resident of downtown for a decade.  I have been generally supportive of the idea 

of a downtown public school, but there may be a bit of a chicken and egg challenge between critical 

mass of families with children living in the neighborhood.  I have been frustrated with management of 

public spaces downtown as they have been allowed to become gang turf.  I am obviously opposed to the 

LID by resolution mechanism for funding projects downtown.  And am concerned that the proposed 

Waterfront public space will be poorly managed and become a severe liability for the city.  Just this 

week, we had two more shootings in the heart of downtown, one directly across the street from my 

home in broad daylight.  The first step towards any plan of making downtown livable is the most basic 

infrastructure of providing for public safety.   We aren’t even doing that today. 

 
 


